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‘THE BIGGEST PUBLIC LAND GRAB’
The ‘Green Energy Boom’ & Mainstream Environmentalism

Jim Stiles

Sometimes the endless open spaces of the West impress me most when I can’t see 
them at all. 

One night when I was a ranger at the Arches National Park campground, I en-
countered a woman so terrified she could barely speak. She was from New York City, 
camping for the first time in her life, and had pitched her tent next to the campground 
“comfort station.” She felt comforted by the 200 watt security lights. When our genera-
tor failed that evening, the lights in the toilet went out as well and the woman was on the 
verge of a breakdown. Through stifled sobs, she explained that she had never been in 
total darkness before.

“Never?” I repeated.
“Never!” she replied.
What a tragedy. I can’t imagine anything more breathtaking than a night in the desert 

or out on the high plains or, best of all, up on the flank of some mountain, with nothing 
but a big dome of starlight and 
moonshine to show the way. 
There are still places out here 
where you only  realize just how 
empty and untouched parts of 
the West are after the sun goes 
down.  It’s the absence of lights. 
I can still name a few places, 
even in 2013, where I’m stunned 
by the perfect darkness. 

Those light-less vistas are get-
ting rarer every year as more and 
more development comes to the 
rural landscape. Not long ago, 
I was up at Arches at night for 
the first time in years and was 
shocked at the changes.  I once 
loved doing night patrols when I 
was a ranger and practically wal-
lowed in the dark of the desert 
evenings. Even on the higher 
ridges, there was a notable 
absence of horizon glow.  All that 
has changed—it’s easy to discern 
the city of Grand Junction, 70 
miles east as the crow flies. And 
now even Moab brightens the 
night. The 2000 foot cliffs of Moab’s West Wall practically glow with reflected light from 
the city.

A few hundred miles north of Moab, satellite images recently picked up an odd glow 
near the Canadian border in North Dakota. Photo analysts were puzzled at first; the 
glow suggested a metropolitan area comparable to Denver. But there’s no city within 
hundreds of miles..

What the night images revealed were gas burn-offs and drill rig lights from thousands 
and thousands of gas and oil wells that have been developed by the oil and gas industry 
in the last few years. Environmentalists were shocked and a national movement to shut 
down fracking makes headlines daily.

corporations investing millions of dollars in this public land grab for green energy are  
names we know—

* British Petroleum (BP), who plans a 48,000 acre wind farm in northwest Arizona.     
* Nextera, an energy giant based in Florida, builds fossil fuel, nuclear plants, wind and 

solar farms.  They recently destroyed a bald eagle nest in Ontario, Canada to make way 
for a wind farm.

* Duke Energy builds coal and nuke plants but are testing the green energy market 
in Wyoming and Texas. They want to build the Searchlight Wind Project in the Mojave 
Desert.

* Pattern Energy built the Spring Valley Wind Farm next to Great Basin National 
Park, Nevada and the Ocotillo Wind Express Wind Farm near Anza Borrego State Park, 
California.  They are owned by the Carlyle Group, with ties to coal, oil and military (Iraq 
oil wars)

* The search engine giant 
GOOGLE recently announced 
plans to invest $55 million in a 
Mojave Desert wind farm.

 
The driving force–an 

economic one–behind wind 
development is the Wind 
Production Tax Credit . It was 
due to expire at the end of 
2012. But a last minute deal 
to extend the tax credit kept it 
alive.  A letter supporting the 
Wind Production Tax Credit 
certainly helped. It was signed 
by  The Sierra Club, Natural 
Resources Defense Council, 
The Wilderness Society, De-
fenders of Wildlife, The Nature 
Conservancy and the Audubon 
Society.  And so, while there is 
still serious debate that these 
“green” developments  can even 
begin to make a dent in our 
insatiable hunger for energy, 
the subsequent environmental 

damage to public lands cannot be understated. And yet suddenly, environmentalists 
don’t seem to notice...or care.

Opposition to the tax credits and to the “green energy” steamroller has been left to a 
handful of honest and dedicated grassroots local organizations with a lot of courage and 
limited funds like Basin & Range Watch, the Desert Protective Council, the Center for 
Biological Diversity and Western Lands Watch (look for list of groups who support and 
oppose this elsewhere in this issue).

Kevin Emmerich and Laura Cunningham, founders of the very grass-roots group 
Basin and Range Watch have recently wondered where their allies went. They’ve been 
fighting plans to exploit large parcels of desert land in Nevada and California from solar 
projects and have felt a bit lonely. They noted recently:

“Seems like 20 or 30 years ago, folks were concerned about protecting their local 
places, that specific mountain, the river nearby, those particular named canyons near 
where they lived, and the wilderness they hiked in. Today the shift among environmen-
talists has highlighted the global, the abstract, even the corporate model of ‘saving the 

But go elsewhere, from the Great Plains to the Intermountain West to the Mojave 
Desert, and you can’t miss another industrial blight, on a scale comparable to North 
Dakota, if not bigger. It is  taking a dramatic toll on the landscape, and becoming more 
pervasive by the month. And worst of all?  It proceeds with only minimal opposition 
from the mainstream environmental community.

The Interior Department is leasing vast acreages of public land for the development 
of wind and solar projects. These aren’t mom & pop proposals to build rooftop pan-
els; instead, they are being planned and constructed on a scale that should stagger the 
sensibilities of anyone with an environmental conscience.  They represent the wholesale 
destruction of vast areas of the West. 

The money behind Big Wind and Big Solar comes from Big Money. Many of the 

Earth.’  We are often lectured by this new hybrid of industrial green energy environmen-
talists about how our attempts to slow down these large industrial energy developments 
will expedite the warming of the planet and the extinction of the polar bear. We find it 
ludicrous that these same people would support actions that could lead to the extinction 
of species like the desert tortoise in an attempt to save the polar bear. Who told them 
that they were justified in choosing which species get to survive and which do not?”

Last year, they attended a local BLM scoping meeting for the NextLight Silver State 
South project.  They could not help but notice all the empty chairs. Their old nemesis, 
the ATV crowd was there in full force to protest the construction and to speak in defense 
of the desert tortoise, but members of the green community were conspicuously absent. 

The Interior Department is leasing vast 
acreages of public land for the development of 
wind and solar projects. These aren’t mom & pop 
proposals to build rooftop panels...  
They represent the wholesale destruction 
of vast areas of the West. 

This is about the mainstream environmental 
movement insisting–if you can believe this—
that we can GROW our way economically out 
of this impending global disaster. 
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TERRY WEINER is the Conservation Coordinator of the Desert Protec-
tive Council. DPC is one of a relative handful of environmental groups that 
has openly expresed concerns and frustration with the ongoing massive 
development of alternative energy projects that being planned and built 
across the American West. THE ZEPHYR  talked to Terry about those con-
cerns...

Are the big green groups staying away from this battle about “alterna-
tive energy?”

The national so-called environmental organizations are not staying out of it: indeed a 
couple of them (NRDC and The Wilderness Society especially) are engaging in the plan-
ning process by sitting at the table and collaborating with the Department of Interior 
and the solar and wind developers to help them site projects on lands they refer to as 
“low conflict zones”. Instead of promoting and lobbying for policy changes to incentivize 
rooftop solar and distributed generation in the built environment, they are speaking in 
support of these remote large-scale solar and wind projects on public land; they are in 
some cases colluding in their development.

What’s their motive?
They seem to continue to believe that we can stop climate change and that industrial 

renewable energy projects are the way to do it. The national organizations have confused 
the public and we have to spend a lot of time trying to explain to the public that many 
smaller grassroots organizations do not agree with them and that we support renew-
able energy development close to the cities that need the energy. They seem to ignore 
the EPA’s recommendations in their “Repowering America’s Lands” initiative: in their 
comments on the BLM’s Solar Programmatic EIS, the EPA stated that if, after the nation 
does all it can to develop renewable energy projects in the built environment, then the 
nation could look to development on the 12 million acres of brown fields, abandoned 
mines and contaminated ag lands around the country before looking to our public lands 
for industrial energy.

So, in other words, after we’ve tried to create roof-top solar and sort of 
de-centrailize the alternative energy business, then and only then would 
we consider these kinds of projects now being proposed and built?

The big enviro groups, including the Sierra Club are particularly ignorant or uncaring 
about the hideous destruction of 10s of thousands of acres with wind turbine projects. 
NRDC, TWS, the Sierra Club are based in D.C. and they do not know the desert. They 
determine their support for various projects from afar. I have many photos of the Oco-
tillo Area that I have taken for the past three years which document the beauty of the 
place and the utter destruction of habitat to 20,000 acres from the Ocotillo Wind Energy 
Facility. It is so sad. Not only will these turbines kill birds and bats, but the impacts of 
wind turbines on non-volent species have not been studied. 

It is such a shame that the Department of Interior and the State of California, with 
the Desert Renewable Energy Conservation Plan (DRECP) have put these projects on 
fast-track status when we have inadequate information on the cumulative impacts of 
scraping and fragmenting such large expanses of the southwest deserts.

Here is a short excerpt from a report in 2012 from the Independent Science Advisors 
to the DRECP process:

“Desert species and ecological communities are already severely stressed by human 
changes to the landscape, including urbanization, roads, transmission lines, invasive 
species, and disturbances by recreational, military, mining, and other activities. Addi-
tional stress from large-scale energy developments, in concert with a changing climate, 
portends further ecological degradation and the potential for species extinctions…We…
strongly advocate using “no regrets” strategies in the near term—such as siting develop-
ments in already disturbed areas—as more refined analyses become available to guide 
more difficult decisions.”…In most cases, translocations and transplantations have been 

AN INTERVIEW WITH

TERRY WEINER
and the grassroots battle over ‘green energy’

Emmerich and Cunningham observed, “One by one, the big name environmental 
organizations fell like Dominos.”

As Emmerich noted, some of the Big Greens insist that the loss of habitat and the 
destruction of the deserts and mountains and plains from these “green” projects is the 
price me must pay—the necessary evil---to “save the planet.”  They insist that these are 
the kinds of regrettable choices we must make to keep climate change from turning 
Earth into another Venus. If I really thought that was their motivation, I might just go 
along . But it’s not.

Instead this is about the mainstream environmental movement insisting–if you can 
believe this—that we can GROW our way economically out of this impending global 
disaster. 

The Natural Resources Defense Council (NRDC), one of the groups that signed the 
letter of support for the wind tax credit, said recently, “Reducing global warming pollu-
tion will have an imperceptible effect on economic output….We can stave off the biggest 
environmental and humanitarian crisis without disrupting economic growth.”  NRDC, 
in fact, believes we can expand the economy and fix the environment simultaneously. 
In other words, at least some of us can save the earth and get stinking rich at the same 
time.

It’s embarrassing, it’s insane and it’s wrong.
Yet most of the major environmental groups stand shoulder to shoulder with this kind 

of twisted and dangerous logic. 
There is none of the urgency expressed recently by Sir David Attenborough, one of the 

world’s most respected environmentalists who fears we stand at the edge of a very real 
brink. 

He noted last week, “We are a plague on the Earth. It’s coming home to roost over the 
next 50 years or so. It’s not just climate change; it’s sheer space, places to grow food for 
this enormous horde. Either we limit our population growth or the natural world will do 
it for us, and the natural world is doing it for us right now.” 

And there is none of the honesty expressed by Wendell Berry who reminds us:

“...this is what is wrong with the conservation movement. It has a clear conscience....
To the conservation movement, it is only production that causes environmental deg-
radation; the consumption that supports the production is rarely acknowledged to be 
at fault. The ideal of the run-of-the-mill conservationist is to impose restraints upon 
production without limiting consumption or burdening the consciences of consumers.”

In the end, I struggle to take mainstream environmentalism seriously.  They speak in 
defense of the land and the water and the air and the habitat that resides within or upon 
them. They claim to be worried about the survival of the planet itself. But really?  Their 
opposition to environmental damage is frequently based upon a flawed, irrational, er-
ratic, pick-and-choose nod to aesthetics. Consider...

They fight tooth and nail to oppose the extraction of oil and gas in North America but 
stay silent on the issue of consumption, failing to even acknowledge the connection.

They condemn habitat loss from energy exploration but somehow find a way to ignore 
the greatest destroyer of habitat loss–population growth and the expansion of Urban 
America.  (When a once wild section of desert in southern California was opened to mas-
sive recreational use and a mountain lion attacked and killed a bicyclist, there wasn’t 
a Sierra Clubber in sight to speak in behalf of  the cougar---green groups defend wild 
animals until they start eating their members.)

They claim to support wilderness and then do everything they can to turn it into a 
money machine via an obscene cash cow–the amenities/tourist economy that demands, 
by definition, the massive consumption of fossil fuels. 

And remember those lights that could be seen from outer space? Those burning gas 
flares in North Dakota and the illuminated rigs?  The same night skies are in jeopardy 
from “alternative energy” projects as well, and they continue to expand exponentially 
across the American landscape. As hundreds and thousands of wind turbines are 
proposed, planned and built across the Great Plains and the Intermountain West to the 
California Mojave and the Pacific Coast, nobody knows what their effect will be on the 
wildlife. But  because the impacts come from “green energy,” few care.

But at night...Already, clearly, the “aesthetics” of these projects are taking their toll, as 
thousands of red warning lights blink constantly in what was once an undisturbed and 
pristine night sky. So much for the aesthetics of a harvest moon on the West Desert.

Despite the contradictions and the hypocrisy, do aesthetics matter? Of course they 
do.  Would we ignore graffiti on the ceiling of the Sistine Chapel?  No. But would we  
complain only  if the vandals used ‘red’ spray paint? Would Krylon ‘green’ ’ somehow 
provide an acceptable alternative? Of course not.

Would we have the right to condemn the vandalism of the Sistine Chapel if we were 

off elsewhere, painting mustaches on the Mona Lisa? This is precisely the hypocrisy of 
the environmental mainstream when it goes  ballistic over one form of vandalism while 
turning a blind eye to their own.

The global threat that mainstream environmentalists fear is real; for them to trivialize 
that threat by embracing such a dubious solution is an insult to the planet they seek to 
save.  Whether there is ANY real solution now is doubtful, but to take the easy way out of 
this mess by becoming the enemy they claim to oppose is surely the beginning of a very 
bad end.

POSTSCRIPT:   These green groups actually signed on to a letter with the American 
Wind Energy Association requesting the the Wind Production Tax Credit be extended. 
Here is the list:

The Wilderness Society, National Audubon Society, Sierra Club, National Parks 
Conservation Association, Western Resource Advocates, Natural Resources Defense 
Council,Defenders of Wildlife, Nevada Conservation League, Nevada Wilderness Project 
and Sonoran Institute

The letter can be referenced here: 
http://wilderness.org/resource/letter-conservation-community-calling-extension-

production-tax-credit-wind

Already, clearly, the “aesthetics” of these projects 
are taking their toll, as thousands of red warning 

lights blink constantly in what was once 
an undisturbed and pristine night sky.


